IETF Calsify Working Group

November 6, 2006
Agenda

- Agenda Bashing
- Administrativia
- Suggested Simplifications from CalConnect (Cyrus)
- RFC2445bis - issues list
- (other docs if we get that far)
Administrativia

- rfc2445bis is progressing - many issues closed, many issues to go

- tomorrow is the last day to open new issues on the old document

- once rfc2445bis is completed we will complete work on 244[67]bis

- a special thank you to the authors and to the active members of the group!
Next Steps

Continue closing issues – primary focus of this meeting

Issue tracker:

http://www.ofcourseimright.com/cgi-bin/roundup/calsify
Issues 13, 14, 24, 25: RRULE simplification

- Status: Text in draft
- RRULEs MUST include DTSTART
- Deprecate EXRULE
- RRULEs SHOULD NOT occur more than once
Issue 16: BY Rule beyond duration

Status: Example Proposed

Cleaned up example:

DTSTART;TZID=Europe/Vienna: 20060201T120000
RRULE:FREQ=MONTHLY;INTERVAL=3;COUNT=5;BYMONTHDAY=30

Issue 19: IANA considerations

- Status: Open / No-text
- Need to provide appropriate rules for extending iCalendar
- Need to review current registration
Issue 27: DTEND/DURATION

- Status: No Consensus (lots of talk, tho)
- Issue is about corner cases, when DST comes or goes.
- Does a meeting have a set duration or a set end time?
In 4.8.5.4 is RDATE required even when the recurrence instance is defined in a separate component?

Status: open/no text
Issue 32: Streams?

- Status: text proposed / no discussion
- Issue: clarification of multiple iCalendar objects / new definition of stream to contain those
34: methods with multiple objects

- Status: text proposed / no discussion
- Proposal: you must use the same method throughout the stream
- duh?
36: X-name

- Status: no consensus
- Issue is use of the word “bilateral”
- Propose retain old text
42: ALARM actions

- Status: open / no text
- Conflict between sections 4.6.6 and 4.6.8.1
- Bernard recommends allowing IANA and vendor specified actions, as stated in 4.6.8.1
43: proper form of DTSTART

- Status open / no text
- Issue is whether DTSTART can use UTC in a VTIMEZONE component
- Bernard recommends “no”
- Propose we get text to this effect
44: Non-standard Properties

Status: Open / No Text

There is no reason to invent an xparam if there already exists a parameter that can be used.

Not sure I understand this one...
45: Bad LDAP URLs

- Status: Open / Text Exists
- Corrected URIs
- any objections?
46: Trigger relative to DATE value type

- Status: Open / No text
- Issue is whether date is relative to Zulu or localtime
- Comments?
Deprecate RANGE?

- Status: Open / No Text
- Is RANGE=THISANDFUTURE (for example) ever used?
- Consensus and text needed
51: Non-inclusive end on events with DATE

- Status: Open / Text
- The non-inclusive end is the beginning of the next day
- Ok?
52: disallow x-name in RRULEs

- Status: open / no text
- What could possibly be worse for interoperable RRULEs than an x-name?
- Remove?
53: Content Lines and non-US-ASCII

Status: Open / Text

The NON-US-ASCII rule should be:

```plaintext
NON-US-ASCII = %x80-BF / %xC2-F4
```
54: Version Value Bump?

- Status: Open / No Text
- If we bump the version then many years from now we can remove stuff
- Current apps may get heart burn